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As someone who has suffered from perfectionism,
people pleasing, depression, and near suicide,
Aimee Fuhrman understands what it is to feel
caught in a cycle of failure and guilt. She also
knows what it is to be healed and restored and to
gain victory over the lies of the enemy. Her ministry,
Smudged Pages, helps others shed the lies, discover
their God-given identity, and gain victory over the
enemy; so they can live in a place of peace, joy,
hope, and rest.

Visit her website, www.SmudgedPages.net, to learn
more.

Callie Letterman is an entrepreneur; an advocate
for codependent studies; the co-funder/
administrator of Facebook's, The Codependency
Support Group; and the founder/executive
producer of the YouTube channel, The
Codependency Support Group Video Studies. When
not working, Callie enjoys being outdoors, attending
concerts, cooking, and spending time with friends
and family.

Aimee Fuhrman

Callie Letterman
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Rebecca Vondras Fleming survived, and now thrives
after, growing up in an abusive home with a parent
suffering from PTSD. She has dealt with several PTSD-
causing events in her life. 

Rebecca completed her MBA in Entrepreneurship,
worked in the medical and business fields, and owned
two businesses. She is a disabled veteran whose
experiences qualify her for writing about PTSD and
mental illness. Her paths to self-improvement and
healing are positive examples for those who seek PTSD
and mental health assistance. 

Rebecca resides in beautiful central Kentucky with her
soul mate. She is working on another book and
enthusiastically participates in book signings, speaking
engagements, interviews, podcasts, and veteran events.
Happy endings do come true. Visit Rebecca's website for
more information: http://www.rvfleming.com.

Dr. Mary Welsh is a national speaker, a grief coach and
facilitator, an award-winning author, and
community cause activator. She wove the Four Aspects of
Positive Reflection in her grief books and
speaking. She values the use of positive reflection and
storytelling to weave the memories of the past
forward and embracing life in the present. She took the
loss of her daughter Susie to share her grief
journey, help adults and children heal, create
conversations and healing opportunities, and form her
nonprofit Susie Q’s Kids.

Rebecca Fleming

Dr. Mary Welsh
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What defines who you are? How do you see
yourself? There are many different ways
people can answer this question. Some
define themselves by their peers or their
communities. Others by what they do: their
jobs or their hobbies. Still others by their
social classes or relationships. But if you
were to lose that part of you, how would
you then communicate who you are? 

The roles in my life have changed a number
of times over the years. I am a daughter,
wife, and mother. Like the apostle Paul
says, “I know what it is to have little, and I
know what it is to have plenty. In any and
all circumstances I have learned the secret
of being well-fed and of going hungry, of
having plenty and of being in need.”
Philippians 4:12-13. What you do and who
you surround yourself with is not who you
are. Yes, it helps to define a direction for
your life, but you will not stop being you if
such areas of your life were to change. 

The role of the first responder is very
demanding on you and can feel very dark
and lonely at times. But being a first
responder is not who you ultimately are.
Even though being a first responder is 

deeply imbedded in your life, you are still
you if something were to pull that away
from you.

The adrenaline rush, the need to help
others, and the big heart within you
become your driving force. But when
tragedy hits, the darkness and ugliness
of those deadly calls start to tear you
apart from the inside out. The monster
within will eventually destroy you if you
don’t admit your struggle. Yes, heroes
struggle when facing these traumas—it’s
only human. But you don’t stop being a
hero when you struggle. You can
become even more of a hero to your
family and those around you when you
admit your struggle, seek help, and take
much-needed time to heal. 

So, knowing your strengths, how would
you answer the question? How would you
define who you are? 

I am a survivor, a child of God, a
daughter, a wife, a mother; and I help
others find victory over their fears.

Finding Victory over Fears
Editor's Inspirational

WWW.AUTHORLORIEGURNETT.COMIGNITE | 04



T H E  D A N G E R  O F  A  F A K E
I D E N T I T Y

I uploaded a picture to social

media that looked calm and

serene, typed a Bible verse, and

pushed send. But I felt like a

fake. My life was anything but

calm and serene. Chaotic,

stressful, and full of anger and

guilt was more like it. 

So much of our lives are spent

hiding. This has always been the

case, but in today’s era of social

media, it’s even more applicable.

We curate our persona now more

than ever. I choose what people

see of me; you choose what

people see of you. And if we’re

honest with ourselves, we really

want people to see the best, the

prettiest, the most accomplished.

True, some of us fight this

fakeness—we intentionally post

things to reveal our “real” life. But

even those reveals are carefully  

BY: Aimee Fuhrman
author@thefuhrmans.net
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chosen. We reveal when we want to, when
we feel strong and confident in our
identities. And we reveal in such a way that
people will think all the better of us for
being “honest” and “genuine” and “raw.” But
very few of us are honest enough to reveal
the really raw side of life. The fear of what
people would think of us if they really knew
who we are keeps us in a prison of shame,
isolation, loneliness, and disuse.

You see, God wants to use each and every
one of us for His kingdom purposes—and
He’s gifted each of us for the good works
He’s called us to do—but He can’t fully
recognize His calling in our lives when we
are not fully surrendered to Him. I know
because I’ve been there.

From the outside, my life looked idyllic—
stable marriage, happy family, successful
homeschooling—but on the inside, I was
crumbling. I’d spent years trying to do
everything and be everything for everybody. I
had a standard of perfection I was trying to
live up to, only I couldn’t do it. Which meant I

lived in a constant state of stress and “failure.”
Over time both my physical and mental health
deteriorated. 

On the one hand was the me I liked and was
proud of, the me others knew and respected.
But I also had a dark side. I had mood swings I
couldn’t explain. Many days I was despondent
for no apparent reason, which made me feel
guilty. Here I was with this great life, and I
couldn’t even be thankful for it. I also had a
temper I couldn’t control. I would rage at my
kids, only to hate myself afterward. I began to
loathe the woman I’d become. Depression set
in, and eventually I even became suicidal. I
wanted to be a good Christian—to be used by
God—but I felt like a total fake.

Never once during this struggle did I confide my
true inner turmoil with anyone, not even my
husband. I hinted at it from time to time with
some of the women in my church, but I never
revealed my full hand. I was sure if people
really knew how ugly and messy my life had
become, they would lose all respect for me. At
the very least, their estimation of me would go 
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So much of our lives are spent
hiding who we really are.
Satan wants you to think you’re
the only one who struggles with
this.
Hiding your real self keeps you
from your true God-given identity.

MAIN POINTS:
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"From the outside,
my life looked
idyllic–stable

marriage, happy
family, successful
homeschooling–

but on the inside, I
was crumbling. "

– Aimee Fuhrman
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down. It never occurred to me that maybe they were struggling with silent demons as well. I
couldn’t fathom that honesty might lead to healing. The only thing I could imagine honesty
leading to was shame and humiliation. So I kept it all inside. Better, I thought, to let people
retain their perfect image of me than to add public humiliation to my ever-growing list of
things I couldn’t cope with.

Friend, are you living behind a carefully curated persona? Does the demand to keep up
appearances wear on you? I understand, but believe me when I say, you cannot keep this up
forever. At some point, something will have to give. Please know there is far more grace in
revealing your dirty laundry than you think. Yes, there will be those who judge. But many,
many more—the majority actually—will breathe a sigh of relief at your honesty. I cannot tell
you how many people have thanked me for my willingness to pull back the curtain and reveal
the real me. So many have said, “I thought I was the only one.”

James 5:16 (NLT) says, "Confess your sins to each other and pray for each other so that you
may be healed. The earnest prayer of a righteous person has great power and produces 

“THE HARDEST THING
OF ALL IS WHEN PAIN
IS HIDDEN BEHIND A

MASK OF CALM.”
 

– SERGEI LUKYANENKO
 



has on you is broken. Brothers and sisters in Christ can come 
alongside you and help “bear the burden” and “restore you” as 
Galatians 6:1-2 indicates. God’s Spirit can sweep in and begin the 
healing and restoring process. And it is in this broken and humble state 
of surrender to God that your true identity—the one the Father has planned for you—
can be revealed.

wonderful results."

There is a reason God’s Word tells us
confession of sins brings healing. As long
as you are hiding your sins and failures, the
devil has a hold on you. He can whisper all
kinds of lies about what a terrible person
you are. He’ll try to convince you you’re the
only one and that people would shun you if
they knew the truth. Ironically, that secrecy
keeps you as far from people as if they
had shunned you. It’s a lonely place to live.
But as soon as you admit your failures,
mistakes, flaws, and sins, that hold Satan 
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"YOU SEE, GOD WANTS TO USE EACH AND EVERY ONE OF US
FOR HIS KINGDOM PURPOSES–AND HE’S GIFTED EACH OF

US FOR THE GOOD WORKS HE’S CALLED US TO DO–BUT HE
CAN’T FULLY RECOGNIZE HIS CALLING IN OUR LIVES WHEN

WE ARE NOT FULLY SURRENDERED TO HIM."
— AIMEE FUHRMAN 





THE BASICS OF CODEPENDENCY
Callie Letterman

Growing up in a small, south-central Missouri
town, I always had this vision that I would get
married, have kids, and live the life that my
parents did. Or so I thought. In reality, I came
from a hard-working, somewhat dysfunctional
household. The type of home that gives birth
to codependency. 

In my younger years, I was not a "social
butterfly." High school was awkward, but I
began to get my act together. During
college, I took the leap and started my own
media company. I worked on my social skills,
as well, by volunteering at a local Domestic
Violence Crisis Center. Eventually, I became
Executive Director. This was my first taste of
helping others! I had a chance to see
firsthand the ill effects of codependency. 

Little did I know that I was codependent
too.  

Five decades passed, and from one
person to another—parents, friends and
significant other—all I was really doing
was repeating the same caregiving
behavior only with different faces. My life
was on hold.

Sort of like "switching seats on the
Titanic." You are in trouble but you hope
moving to another relationship (seat) may
"save" you.

Looking in the rearview mirror—I soon will
be 57 years old—I feel blessed to share
this journey. It's been a journey of
ownership because if you can't own a
situation then you can't fix it. This belief
is what I continuously share with anyone
who is dealing with codependency. I am
living proof that you can become a
survivor and deal with codependent traits
and manage them everyday ... Regardless
of your age! 

I will never forget the moment that I
realized I was codependent ...

(Late Forties). The regret of what
relationships could have been better and
what relationships didn't need to happen
at all. Dealing with an insatiable desire
to rewind and try things again; however,
that's not the way time works. Now, I
attribute my recovery to working a solid, 
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Let me share some basics of codependency.

Most times, codependency stems from a traumatic event, usually family-centered: abuse, neglect,
domestic violence, or even just divorce and fighting. As that child grows, low self-esteem is born!
They grow up not having a voice and being overlooked. As the child gets older, they will search for
someone that is needy, possibly low-achiever, addict or alcoholic, or anybody they perceive needs
help. The intent is to stroke their low self-esteem and feel like they're needed by helping someone
else and receiving recognition or attention. Help is never temporary. Codependent relationships
have no boundaries. They consist of a lot of enabling and demand daily help!
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day-to-day program of faith, self-awareness,
better choices, and boundaries as well as
therapy and information. I am blessed to have
many mutual relationships, and now I want to
be there for others too! Recovery is possible! 

I'm a big proponent of "Information Is Power."
This leads me to why I am co-founder of The
Codependency Support Group that is on
Facebook (12k members and growing) and
executive producer of the YouTube channel,
The Codependency Support Group Video
Studies. 
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"THERE SEEMS TO BE A
DESPERATE MINDSET

WITH CODEPENDENCY
THAT IF YOU HAVE THESE

BEHAVIORAL TRAITS
THEN THERE'S NO HOPE,

AND THAT COULD NOT BE
FURTHER FROM THE

TRUTH."  



"AS HUMAN BEINGS, WE ALL HAVE VOICES. IT
SEEMS SO SIMPLE, BUT IT'S MOST OFTEN

OVERLOOKED. LETTING SOMEONE KNOW THEY
MATTER CAN BE AS SIMPLE AS LISTENING."

 

— CALLIE LETTERMAN
IGNITE | 14



Most people think that codependency is
slanted toward intimate relationships;
however, it can result in any relationship,
including co-workers, friends, family ... no
relationship is exempt if one or both people
have codependent tendencies. In other words,
a "giver" and a "taker." Codependency is also
known as a "relationship addiction."
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Tendencies Include: 

1) One person doing more than their share, all of the time.

2) That person usually becomes hurt when people don't recognize their efforts.

3) May offer unsolicited help or advice.  

4) Codependents are usually perfectionists and over-achievers ... This allows them to multi-
task and focus on the other.  

5) The codependent will do anything to hold onto a relationship to avoid the feeling of
abandonment. 

6) Even though the "giver" is stressed and regretful and knows that perhaps the relationship is
not good, they are committed to staying in it because they have to help the "taker." This is the
most dangerous stage of a codependent relationship ... also known as Third Stage. 

Codependency recovery is a day-to-day process.

1) Daily affirmations: stroking that low self-esteem and giving yourself a lot of self-love,

2) Development of boundaries which are the backbone of codependency recovery,

3) Researching your past and understanding what caused these codependent tendencies,

4) Learning about codependency,

5) Considering therapy.



"The Codependency Support Group (Facebook) is unique in that it's
a confidential group, and members are male and female, from all
walks of life! Shares of codependency create a forum of comfort

and understanding and recovery!" 
Callie Letterman

Never before has topics of codependency
been more prevalent in mainstream media.
Therapy, support groups, and working a 12-
step program is also an excellent way to begin
a road to recovery! The road to recovery will,
at times, be challenging; however, what's in
store is a beautiful transformation of the
person from Codependent to Survivor.
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It all starts with knowing 
"You Matter!"



BY: REBECCA FLEMING

IT'S NOT ALL
BUTTERFLIES AND
RAINBOWS

Every time Dad woke after

sleeping, he didn’t know where

he was or what was happening

to him. It was as if his brain

reset to before the flight to

Hawaii. Whoever was there

with him had to re-explain that

he was dying. It was heart-

wrenching. He cried; we cried;

the nurses cried, and hospice

was organized for his release.”

(Fleming, 109)

We were mourning the loss of

Dad before he even passed

away because of his diagnosis

and inevitable quick end. Our

grief was like a storm that 
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There are many types of grief as well as the process
through which we deal with grief."

— Rebecca Fleming
 



raged, died down, and raged again. The
problem with my grief was that, after
Dad died, I didn’t move past the grief. I
used my job, home life, and
responsibilities as distractions rather
than accepting that he was gone and
learning how to deal with it in my way. It
was unhealthy, and it began negatively
affecting my relationships.

The Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines
grief as:

     1  a: deep and poignant distress    

        b: a cause of such suffering

 Denial, numbness, and shock (normal initial feeling)

    2 a: trouble, annoyance
       b: annoying or playful criticism
       c: an unfortunate outcome; disaster
       d: mishap; misadventure

There are many types of grief as well as the process through which we deal with grief. We will
address “normal” or “common” grief for our purposes. Everyone experiences grief in their lives.
It is a normal human emotion. How we process or deal with that grief is what determines our
mental health. 

According to WebMD.com, grief can be caused by the death, loss, or separation of a family
member, friend, job or position, or pet; children leaving home; major life changes such as
divorcing, moving, or retiring. Additionally, the stages of grief are:

1.
   2. Bargaining (what could I have done differently to prevent this?)
   3. Depression (feeling the absence)
   4. Anger (feeling helpless, powerless, and abandoned)
   5. Acceptance (come to terms with absence)
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caused by or as if by bereavement



With normal grief, you may appear from the outside to carry on like you had before the
loss. But inside, your emotions are experiencing changes associated with grief, such as
pain, anger, emptiness, and numbness. These emotions may come in waves where everyday
life fills up thoughts and actions. But being alone can allow the wave to form into a tidal
wave when the grief emotions burst through. Usually, the grief emotions lessen over time,
and you develop a new normal in the way you think of the loss. You learn to accept the loss
and deal with it healthily.

Some ways to do this include talking with a trusted loved one, praying, seeking counseling,
journaling, joining a support group, exercising, crying, and being in nature. All these coping
techniques are healthy forms of dealing with grief and loss. What is not healthy is holding
the emotions inside and not dealing with them. This can lead to severe mental health
issues. 

Acknowledging that the loss occurred and there was nothing you could do to change it,
learning from any lessons about the loved one or event, and moving on to a brighter future
can help you become more optimistic. Don’t get me wrong. Life is not all butterflies and
rainbows, but having a support system and learning how to deal with grief healthily is one
step in the right direction of living a healthy life.

"Emotions may come in
waves, where everyday life

fills up thoughts and
actions. But being alone

can allow the wave to form
into a tidal wave " 
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Listed are support groups and national
networks that offer assistance:

Gary Sinise Foundation — (800) 273-8255

The National Alliance for Grieving Children — 
(866) 432-1542

National Center for School Crisis 
and Bereavement — (877) 53-NCSCB

The Dougy Center for Grieving Children 
and Families — (503) 775-5683

Right At Home — (877) 697-7537

SAMHSA’s National Helpline — 
(800) 662-HELP

Tragedy Assistance Program for Survivors —
(800) 959-TAPS

Article by: Rebecca Vondras Fleming, 
Navigating PTSD: A Road to Recovery. 
Author Academy Elite, 2022.
Merriam-Webster Dictionary
WebMD
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DR.  MARY WELSH
POSIT IVE  REFLECT IONS

Further the mission of non-profits we bless with our
comfort bags. They distribute the comfort bags,
bears, blankets, and socks to kids in need in their
program (those in hospital and health situations,
shelters, foster care, autism centers, schools, and
grief centers).

dr. Mary Welsh lost her daughter, Susan McBride, in
2017. After a lifetime of illnesses, Susan’s body could
not heal after a surgery, and she succumbed to Sepsis.
A couple of months later, her family gathered to
celebrate Susan’s birthday. 

But it was not a sympathy party: Susie had had a friend
named Felicia who was a young foster child. Susie
always felt sad for Felicia because she only had a few
belongings. 

That day, we gathered around the pool and the
barbeque, and we created comfort bags for kids in
foster care. We had ‘Kids Helping Kids.’ They shopped
and created 50 comfort bags, honoring Susie and
Felicia, knowing they would make other children happy. 

Susie had inspired her family to continue her good
works.

Big Family of Michigan, a foster care agency, indicated
they would use the comfort bags to open the doors to
other agencies across the state, thus helping not one
child, but potentially many children. Their response
helped us form our strategic plan and goals for Susie
Q’s Kids.

Our unique program allows us to:
1.
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2. ("Kids Helping Kids") Have kids help create
and deliver the comfort bags to the non-profit
they have selected, or we can create the
comfort bags with our volunteers and deliver
them.

3. Brighten and inspire the lives of kids in need.
Any day we can make a child smile, it is a good
day!

4. Have collection boxes for donation drives.
We engage with employees, students, and youth
groups about the Power of Positive Reflection
and changing perspective. We assemble the
comfort bags for distribution.

Through our speaking, we make an impact in
the community and further the dialogue on
mental health awareness and well-being and
our books that promote hope and healing. An
adult grief book and journal and a children’s
grief book, narrated by Angel Susie, is provided
in our grief bags. A coloring book of positive

 Journey into the Looking Glass:
Finding Hope After the Loss of a
Loved One
 Journey into the Looking Glass: The
Four Aspects of Positive Reflection
 Susie Q’s Kids Positive Reflections:
My Special Angel
 Susie Q’s Kids Positive Reflections:
Good Characteristics to Model
Coloring Book

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Dr. Mary Welsh is the 
co-founder and president of

Susie Q’s Kids
 

sayings and good characteristics to model
is added to all our comfort bags. The
books utilize “The Four Aspects of Positive
Reflection: Remember, Reflect, Recreate,
and Relate.” 



 Community Partner of the Year at the American Foundation of Suicide Prevention (AFSP)
where she staffed children's tents at their Out of the Darkness Suicide Walks.
 Participating in the Susan G Komen Race for the Cure Breast Cancer Walk, creating
comfort bags to be distributed by Gilda's Club to families and kids dealing with cancer
and being helped through their program.

We are engaged in many ways in the community, fostering positive relationships and ways to
promote and connect those in need with those who can help them. We share our Thumbs Up
story of remembering loved ones in pictures to weave them into their present day and future
experiences, symbolized by extending their thumbs up. Our loved ones are with us always. This
simple gesture provides a symbol of the bond of love and their presence on every birthday,
graduation, trip to the zoo, or silly selfie picture. Thumbs Up Susie!

A few of Dr. Mary's recent events include:

1.

2.
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" A S K  Y O U R S E L F  D A I L Y ,  
W H A T  D I D  Y O U  D O  F O R  Y O U R S E L F ?  

W H A T  D I D  Y O U  D O  F O R  S O M E O N E  E L S E ?  
A  B A L A N C E D  L I F E  M U S T  C O N T A I N  B O T H . "  

—  D R .  M A R Y  W E L S HIGNITE | 25



3 .  M o m p r e n e u r  o f  t h e  Y e a r ,
h o n o r e d  f o r  h e r  w o r k  i n  t h e
c o m m u n i t y .

4 .  A  g r i e f  r e s o u r c e  f o r
B e r e a v e d  P a r e n t s  o f  U S A ,
N e w  H o p e  C e n t e r  f o r  G r i e f
S u p p o r t .  D r .  M a r y  s p e a k s
a n d  c o n n e c t s  w i t h  o t h e r
g r i e f  a w a r e n e s s  p r o g r a m s ,
s c h o o l s ,  a n d  t h e r a p y .
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Susie Q’s Kids engages with non-
profit community partners, business
sponsors, individuals, service and
youth groups, and kids to help them
flip their perspective and look for the
positivity of the day. Susie Q's Kids
has impacted the lives of over 6000
kids in need. Imagine the smiles from
the kids helped, the cuddles our
bears have shared, the warmth of our
blankets and socks, and how we
brighten and inspire lives with
coloring books, journals, hygiene
items, and other comfort items. 

Susie Q’s Kids would love to expand
their program to assist first
responders in the field—these kids are
facing tough situations. Interested
parties should contact Dr. Mary Welsh
at drmary@susieqskids.org.

mailto:drmary@susieqskids.org


H E R O E S
A hero is someone who has given his or her life 
to something bigger than oneself.
— Joseph Campbell

IN HONOR OF OUR FALLEN HEROES

Army Chief Warrant Officer 3 Dallas Gearld Garza
1st Lt. Weston C. Lee

Spc. Robert William Jones
Army Spc. Vincent Sebastian Ibarria

Army Sgt. 1st Class Javier J. Gutierrez
Air Force Staff Sgt. Alexandria M. Morrow
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